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achievements spotlight the power of human 

potential and how tapping into it can ultimately 

lead to greater innovation, creativity and progress 

for the nation. 

Collaboration with Ministry of Finance

In 2022, Hasanah together with the Ministry of 

Finance, launched the Hasanah Special Grant 

2022 (HSG2022), an amplification of its existing 

grants programme that enables the support of 

more partners across societal and environmental 

causes. From addressing learning loss in schools 

to boosting income for micro-entrepreneurs under 

Program Perumahan Rakyat (PPR), safeguarding 

heritage textile motifs to protecting our Malayan 

tigers by empowering the Orang Asal indigenous 

community, HSG2022 aims to ignite new 

possibilities by tapping into Malaysia’s rich well of 

human potential.

The launch of The Hasanah Report 2022, themed Igniting 
Possibilities: Semarak Potensi Kita

YAYASAN HASANAH

These milestones meant that Hasanah has 

cumulatively impacted more than 2.4 million 

people in Malaysia since its inception in 2015, 

Advancing Malaysia one person at a time across 

every layer of society.

Reflecting our belief that empowered individuals 

are the heart of the progressive society, Hasanah’s 

Yayasan Hasanah (Hasanah), a foundation 
of Khazanah Nasional Berhad, is catalysing 
social change in Malaysia through its grants 
in five core areas: Education, Community 
Development, Arts & Public Spaces, 
Environment and Knowledge.

Scan to explore 
The Hasanah Report 2022

Or visit thr2022.online

RIMAU empowers indigenous communities to be forest patrollers 
and protect the Malayan Tiger population in the central forest spine 
(From left to right: forest patrollers Ardi Kembong, Sufian Raman, 
Fahmi Jali, Talib Mat Razi and Safian Latif)

HSG2022

In 2022, Hasanah supported 132 
new social impact projects and 
worked with 111 social impact 
partners while managing  
RM222.3 million in funding.”
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Through the Pepper Labs – Dapur Digital programme, cloud kitchen 
micro-entrepreneurs like (back row, left to right) Juraiah Ahmad, 
Farida Yusoff, Farah Asmani, (front row left to right) Noriza Ahmad, 
Rohana Ismail (Chairwoman) and Intan Zarina saw a boost in their 
incomes

HSG2022

Umar Firas of SK Jelempok, Perlis, was part of a programme by 
UNIMAP – Wesser and the State Education Department of Perlis 
to address learning loss due to the pandemic – assisting 2,300 
students across all 74 primary schools in the state

HSG2022

Low Mee Li and Orange of OS/Beautiful Gate, two of the performers 
taking part in the ILHAM concert led by OKU Sentral, supported by 
ArtsFAS and Ministry of Finance

ArtsFAS 2022

Arts for All Seasons

Hasanah’s Arts for All Seasons (ArtsFAS) has 
grown to be the largest grant programme for arts, 
heritage and culture in Malaysia. 

2022 was a record-breaking year for the grant, 
with the awarding of a total of RM4.15 million in 
programme funding and economic opportunity. 
Jointly with the Ministry of Finance, ArtsFAS 
brought to life 107 shows and performances around 
Malaysia, supporting the livelihoods of 3,332 local 
artists and performers in the process. 

Hasanah Social Enterprise Fund

In another breakthrough achievement, Hasanah 
and the Ministry of Finance jointly debuted the 
Hasanah Social Enterprise Fund 2022 (HSEF2022), 
in which RM4.64 million was approved to 32 
Social Enterprises, scaling up their capability and 
capacity. HSEF2022 marks the first time that 
Hasanah is awarding 100% of its organisational 
development fund to social enterprises. 
 
The inaugural fund has enabled partners to grow 
their organisations further and enhance their 
overall impact, with funding going towards hiring 
talent and investing into new machineries and 
tools for their businesses, thus driving their long-
term sustainability.

By providing partners with training, mentoring, 
and access to resources, Hasanah empowers 
changemakers to be better equipped to deliver 
scalable, successful programs that result in 
greater social and environmental impact for the 
communities they serve across Malaysia. Moreover, 
by strengthening the structural capacity of their 
partners, Hasanah is building a more sustainable 
social enterprise ecosystem – a step forward in 
professionalising Malaysia’s social impact scene 
and attracting more talent into the sector. 
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Partnerships Beyond Everyday Grants

Reintroduced as GLIC/GLC Demi Rakyat dan Negara (GDRN) in March 2022, GDRN is a coalition of GLICs 

and GLCs that aims to deliver coordinated social impact on a large scale, and encompasses three impact 

areas: Jalinan Ilmu, Jalinan Sejahtera and Jalinan Kemanusian.

In 2022, the 13 GDRN members contributed RM38.7 million to humanitarian initiatives, benefitting 38,442 

families, 56,630 individuals and 30 institutions. Yayasan Hasanah and Yayasan TM currently serve as the 

Co-Secretariat, coordinating these efforts and overseeing GDRN’s growing role in supporting the nation 

and its people.

In 2022, Hasanah also allocated RM2.19 million for its humanitarian disaster relief efforts, providing aid 
such as food baskets, post-flood hygiene kits, maternity and childcare support packs, medication, school 
uniforms and repair works. 

Hasanah works with on-ground disaster relief partners to expedite aid in areas affected by flash floods


